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DebrisMaster™ Litter Vacs
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specifications
MCDG30-BR6.0 (425788)
Power: Gas
Engine: 6 HP, Briggs & Stratton
Width: 30”
MCDG30-H5.5 (425761)
Power: Gas
Engine: 5.5 HP, Honda
Width: 30”
MCDG40-BR6.0 (425753)
Power: Gas
Engine: 6 HP, Briggs & Stratton
Width: 40”
MCDG40-BR8.0 (425745)
Power: Gas
Engine: 8 HP, Briggs & Stratton
Width: 40”
MCDE30-1.5 (425737)
Power: Electric
Engine: 1.5 HP
Width: 30”
Power Cord: 60 Ft
MCDL30-H05.5* (425729)
Power: Propane LP
Engine: 5.5 HP, Honda
Width: 30”
Propane Tank: (425796)
Tank: Horizontal Vapor Tank
*Propane tank not included.

Gas
MCDG40-BR6.0

Perfect for vacuuming large outdoor areas at a minimum cost. Used for picking up
cans, bottles, broken glass, strings, rope, wet and dry leaves, paper, etc., large or small
at the same time with no adjustments needed. The gas litter vacuum is for outdoor
use only.

features:
z Steel Housing
14 gauge welded steel housing is
reinforced at all stress points and
mounted parallel to the wheel
base for extra vacuuming.
z Patented Tapered Intake
High at ends and low in front,
increases pick-up at ends.
z Booster Cylindrical Baffle
Provides extra suction to sweep
up heavier and denser debris.
z Exclusive Deflector Baffle
Triple deflection design protects the
bag and operator from heavy or
sharp objects.
z Impeller Shaft Guard
Prevents string, wire and banding
straps from wrapping around and
binding motor shaft.

Electric
MCDE30-1.5

z Collector Bag
Large 11 cubic feet heavy-duty
collector bag with 55” zipper that
opens bag for fast emptying.
z Remote Control Throttle
Located on the chrome handle for
quick and easy starting, stopping
and regulation of motor RPM.
z Wheels and Caster
Equipped with 10” semi-pneumatic
rear wheels and front swivel caster
that allows for zero turning radius for
maneuverability.
z Bag Dolly Assembly
Swivel support caster are attached
to the rear axle to support the bag’s
weight as it fills up.
z Surface Action Hose Assembly
Used for cleaning in difficult and hard
to reach areas.

Propane
MCDL30-H5.5 w/Optional Tank
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